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Over 2,000 exhibitors at Light + Building 2024 

Frankfurt am Main, 25 September 2023. The countdown is on with around six 
months to go before the doors open on the world’s leading trade fair for lighting 
and building-services technology in Frankfurt am Main. And this major event for the 
sector is already proving to be very popular. To date, more than 2,000 national and 
international exhibitors have registered to present their innovations to a wide 
audience of trade visitors. They include numerous market leaders who will be 
showing their latest products for the fields of lighting, electrical engineering, home 
and building automation and networked safety and security technology. 

The next Light + Building will be held as usual in the early spring, from 3 to 8 March 2024, 

and registrations have already been received from more than 2,000 exhibitors. After 

Germany, the best represented nations to date include Italy, Turkey, Spain, Poland, the 

Netherlands, Great Britain, France, Belgium, Greece and China. “There is a high level of 

interest in taking part again in 2024, on both the lighting and building sides. We are 

delighted about the many loyal customers who took part in the last edition of the fair, as 

well as about a whole series of returning exhibitors. They all ensure that Light + Building is 

the unrivalled, international highlight for the lighting and building-technology sectors”, says 

Johannes Möller, Head of Light + Building Brand Management. Expanding on this, he 

adds: “There have been some changes at the Exhibition Centre, which have opened up 

new planning options for us.” 

Experts for lighting with a new structure 

Covering the spectrum from offices and educational facilities to the industry, retail trade 

and hotel business, Light + Building brings together experts for intelligent lighting solutions 

at Frankfurt Fair and Exhibition Centre. Altogether, this theme occupies around 64 percent 

of total exhibition space. New in this connection is the layout of the product segments, 

which has been made possible by the inclusion of the new Hall 5 with two modern floors 

that are open to Light + Building exhibitors for the first time. This creates a new circular 

route in the eastern section of the Exhibition Centre, which runs from Halls 5 and 6, via 

the Forum and Hall 3, to Hall 4, and is made effortless by the Via Mobile system of moving 

walkways. 

What can visitors expect in which halls? 

The market leaders from the ‘technical lighting’ segment are to be found in Halls 3.0, 5 

and the Forum. The exhibitors showing their latest products include Bega, Brumberg, 

Glamox, iGuzzini, Leds C4, Ledvance, Lichtwerk, Molto Luce, Normagrup, Regiolux, Ridi, 

RZB, Simes, Thorn, Tridonic, Trilux, XAL and Zumtobel.  

 



Hall 3.1 focuses on decorative and technical, design-oriented lighting with presentations 

being made, for example, by Artemide, Delta Light, 3F Filippi, Linea Light, Marinelli Luce, 

Prolicht and Targetti.  

 

Urban lighting for streets and public places will be shown by many companies including 

AEC Illuminazione, Benito Urban, Carandini, Eclatec, Fonroche, Leipziger Leuchten, 

Metalogalva, Ragni and Valmont in Hall 4.0. A floor higher, in Hall 4.1, visitors will find not 

only lighting for industry and special applications but also shop and theatre lighting, as 

well as emergency and safety lighting. Among the exhibitors taking part there will be 

Barthelme, Deko Light, Eaton, Inotec, Nobilé, Opple, Robus, Rutec, Radium, RP Group 

and SG Armaturen. 

 

The complete spectrum of decorative lighting is located in Hall 6 where the exhibitors 

include Authentage, Elstead Lighting, Fan Europe, Konstsmide, Lucide and Nordlux, plus 

the companies taking part in the Turkish pavilion.  

 

The lighting sector also occupies part of the western section of the Exhibition Centre and, 

for the first time, takes up the whole of Hall 8. With the focus there on lighting 

components, sources of light and lighting control systems, the exhibitors presenting their 

latest products include Bender + Wirth, BJB, Nichia, Osram, Seoul Semiconductor, TCI, 

Vossloh-Schwabe and Wago. 

 

Hall 10.1 and 10.2 are devoted to Asian lighting manufacturers in the Asia Selection 

segment. 

 

 

The Light + Building 2024 hall plan shows the various product segments at 
a glance. Source: Messe Frankfurt Exhibition GmbH 

Looking ahead with intelligent building-services technology 

Based on the electrotechnical infrastructure, tomorrow’s sustainable houses and buildings 

will use renewable sources of energy, have efficient and economical energy management 

and, at the same time, offer a high degree of comfort, safety and security. The 

electrotechnical infrastructure is the prerequisite for home and building automation, 

energy storage and management, the connection of photovoltaic systems and charging 

stations and electricity-based heating systems. The latest products, technologies and 



trends for electrical engineering and home and building automation will be the focus of 

attention in Halls 9, 11 and 12. 

 

Many of the sector’s key players have already confirmed their participation in the fair. In 

Hall 12.0, they include ABB, ABL, Bals, Bosch Thermotechnik, Busch-Jaeger, Dehn SE, 

Kaiser, Niedax, SMA, Stiebel Eltron, Theben, Viessmann and Warema. A floor higher, in 

Hall 12.1, the exhibitors will include Doepke, Fränkische Rohrwerke, Hager, Mennekes, 

Hensel, OBO Bettermann and PCE. 

 

The extensive range of electrotechnical and home and building-automation products 

continues in Hall 11.0 with exhibitors such as Beckhoff, Phoenix Contact, Rittal, Siemens, 

Wago, Weidmüller and Wöhner. In Hall 11.1 the companies taking part include Gira, Jung, 

Legrand, MDT, Schneider Electric and Siedle. 

 

The safety and security technology segment has also been expanded under the heading 

‘Intersec Building’ and can be found in Hall 9.0. Among the exhibitors there showing 

solutions for connected safety and security technology will be Abus, BKS, Dom, Gretsch 

Unitas, Grothe and Winkhaus. In addition, the range of products and services for electrical 

engineering, house and building technology continues in Hall 9.0. Here, Bacnet, 

EnOcean, frogblue, Loytec, Megger, Thermokon and Woertz show their innovative 

products. 

 

A provisional list of Light + Building exhibitors registered to date can be found at 

www.light-building.com/contactor 

Light + Building - The World's Leading Trade Fair for Lighting and Building Technology. 

Light + Building takes place from 3 to 8 March 2024. 
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Background information on Messe Frankfurt 

www.messefrankfurt.com/background-information 
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